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P R O F E S S I O N A L  O V E R V I E W

1990 Armand Lee & Company

2006 Initial foray into NY Interior Design Market:
 -Studio Sofield
 -Alexandra Champalimaud
 -Tony Chi & Associates

P R O J E C T S  (*)

 -New York  -London -Paris  -Shanghai, Hong Kong
 -Tom Ford Retail -Berkeley Hotel -Park Hyatt  -Chicago

1995 -Holly Hunt Collection - National
 -OEM mirror line for Collection
 -OEM mirror line licensed through Holly Hunt for Christian Liaigre
 -Holly Hunt National Art Program
 -Dessin Fournir National Art Accessory Program

1996-2002  -Polo Ralph Lauren, Flagship Retail Store, Chicago

 -Visual display, frame design of art collection for 10,000 square foot retail store, design aesthetic   
  follows Madison Ave mansion (including frame design, restoration & art conservation)
 -RL Restaurant
 -Visual display, frame design of art collection for sole restaurant
 -Polo Ralph Lauren _Retail
 -Visual frame design of art accessory for bi-annual retail Home Collection changeover

1998-PRL  -Custom Mirrors, Design & Fabrication of Zebra & Croc clad Nickel Plated detail – Fixtures:
 -London, Paris, Milan, Moscow & US National

2006 -Wallace Fine Mirror Collection for: Bright Chair
 -Design, prototype & implement a collection of framed mirrors for the Bright Collection National  
  Showroom expansion

K   Y   L   E   S   T   Y   L   E
R E S U M E



National based designer relationships include:

 Holly Hunt  Bruce Gregga  Leslie Jones
 Suzanne Lovell  Heather Wells  Douglas Levine
 Richar  Andre Walker David Simmons 
 Reed Krueger  Maxine Snider  Branca 
 Simeone Deary  Kara Mann  Steve Kadlec 
 Jessica Lagrange Sofield Design  Alexandra Champalimaud 
 Tony Chi Polo Ralph Lauren Andrew Hollingsworth

R E L A T I O N S H I P S

In 1990 Armand Lee was positioned as a small artisan based one – off frame manufacturing facility with 
limited exposure to the Design Industry.

I reviewed the Chicago landscape and pursued a relationship with Holly Hunt and Douglas Levine, her then 
Director of Design. The time was fortunate Holly, in the midst of licensing agreements with Christian Liaigre, 
Paris, was simultaneously launching her own Collection.

Our collective ability to design, prototype and manufacture a new line of mirrors to accessorize Liaigre and 
the new HH Collection gelled.  Eventually we have 10 – 15 mirrors in standard dimensions and available in 
custom finish and dimensions.

A relationship with Chuck Comeau, principle of the then recently established, Dessin Fournir flourished–
he shipped intaglios and botanical specimens by the dozens for which we co-designed and framed as both 
accessory and product line ‘objects of beauty’.  To his second line, ‘Gerard’, a more modernist approach 
takes place in both art style and conceptual frame design.

Polo Ralph Lauren was referred to me at the onset of the art display and framing for the 10 thousand square 
feet Chicago flagship store.  A successful interview by Polo Visual Director, Donald Nowicki, we worked 
closely to visually sort through a massive amount of art acquired in Europe.  Our challenge: completion of 
hundreds of pieces of art installed in less than 3 months to meet the retail shopping holiday opener prior to 
Thanksgiving, ’97.  This includes review, design, restore, reproduce, shadowbox, and frame every element in 
perfect pitch and in alignment to meet expectations of the Polo ‘top brass’ editors.

Other international projects associated with design of art collections and mirror adornment continue to 
evolve. 

Called in by Project Manager, Travis Clifton, Chicago, I was introduced to Bill Sofield and his design crew.  
The scenario was in the pulling together of a 6,000 square foot space, the former home of a major collector, 
a new one for the couple (significant clients) and their three children.  Just before Christmas holiday 2006, 
we culled together and framed 30 odd pieces one Saturday.  We worked well together and continue work on 
future projects. (*)

Longtime client and friend, Doug Levine wished to place good looking mirrors in the Bright Collection, a 
line he has re branded and evolved over 10 years from a mediocre contract line to one of luxurious restraint 
geared toward hospitality.



Thus the beginning of working relationship with Wallace Fine Mirrors, a local company inspired by classic 
mid century appeal with hip twists in both material and scale. The fourth proprietary showroom opens in 
Boston this fall.

P H I L O S O P H Y

Grow relationships with one another first. Work with a client as a partner – it’s more fun and passionate. 

Understand expectations. Speak one’s mind – if a design does not appear right, say so. Successful people look 
to talented people to assure their success.  Do not dumb down an idea for praise – the real recognition lies in 
inquiry, history, honesty and laughter. Look Look Look – Understand beauty and scale. Get the material and 
finish right: lacquered linen, hammered bronze, Ebonized walnut, limed oak.

Success is the reward. Think architecturally–bicycle–do sun salutations–read–write–sketch–travel.
Remain Healthy. –Kyle

 (*) I kindly request the confidentiality of the following client list:
 
 Michael Jordan  Juanita Jordan  Oprah Winfrey 
 Tom Ford  Holly Hunt  Victor Skrebneski
 Rachel Kohler


